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Abstract-- As data security being one of the vital point in present day industry progressions over security, Rijndael or
AES algorithm is the champion amongst the most prominent systems for data encryption. In this paper, we create
software reference model for AES algorithm and analyze its execution as far as encryption and decryption ability
utilizing different sets of data vectors. The information vectors of 128 bits with more than 40 frames of 128 bits are
utilized as experiments to assess the exhibitions. Info data is encrypted utilizing 10 separate sets of keys and decrypted
utilizing the same set of keys. Error is introduced in the encrypted data and the decryption is analyzed for its
competence. Picture size of 1024x1024 is considered for encryption and decryption. The results acquired show the
exhibitions of AES algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As cellular telephones assuming an imperative part in making life more straight forward for human being, a number of
the managing an account transactions, web access, information exchange continues happening at the palm top.
Information exchange through open system is constantly unsecured; hence security is one of the real difficulties that need
to be tended to guarantee the dependable information exchange. The security issue subsequently turns into a vital issue in
today's wired or remote Internet provisions. A standout amongst the most helpful systems to ensure information is
utilizing a cryptographic framework, as the configuration of figure calculations is focused around a propelled numerical
hypothesis. It generally blends diverse sorts of cryptosystems in a protected convention to give a safe channel to
information transmission. As a rule, unbalanced key cryptosystems, and RSA here stands for Rivest, Shamir and
Adelman who first freely depicted it in 1978. Symmetric-key cryptosystems, for example, Data Encryption Standard
(DES) or Advanced Encryption Standard (Rijndael), are utilized to encode mass information in the transmission stage.
Because of restricted registering assets in convenient requisitions, the framework as a rule off-burdens the security
methodology to devoted uncommon equipment. As of late, there have been numerous takes a shot at outlining practical
encryption fittings utilized as a part of convenient requisitions [1]–[10]. A few works [1]–[5] concentrate on range
lessening of AES, while others [6]–[10] propose to lessen equipment cost for both ECC and RSA cryptosystems. Picture
preparing is discovering significance in different requisitions as since the time that most recent 10 years. Interactive
media provisions are ruled by picture handling. It is compulsory to secure or ensure sight and sound substance from
unapproved access. Ensuring the picture or feature content in a sight and sound information is of essential essentialness
as picture passes on more data than any viable wellspring of information. Pictures are extensive in size and oblige huge
capacity unit, thus encryption of picture substance is additionally prolonged [14]. Customary encryption calculation set
aside a few minutes devouring for expansive size of picture information, thus encryption calculations ought to be altered
for bigger picture sizes and need to be speedier. [13,14,15] reports that symmetric key calculation have computational
time short of what unbalanced key calculations. Symmetric key calculations, for example, AES, DES have been
effectively utilized for encryption of information, fittings calculations for AES have made them quick and thus devour
exceptionally remains time, however for pictures with huge information size AES is still prolonged. Picture transforming
is discovering significance in different provisions as since the time that most recent 10 years. Mixed media provisions are
overwhelmed by picture transforming. It is compulsory to secure or ensure media content from unapproved access.
Securing the picture or feature content in an interactive media information is of essential significance as picture passes on
more data than any viable wellspring of information. Pictures are huge in size and oblige extensive capacity unit,
consequently encryption of picture substance is additionally prolonged [12]. Conventional encryption calculation set
aside a few minutes devouring for huge size of picture information, consequently encryption calculations ought to be
redone for bigger picture sizes and need to be speedier. [11, 12, 13] reports that symmetric key calculation have
computational time short of what uneven key calculations. Symmetric key calculations, for example, AES, DES have
been effectively utilized for encryption of information, fittings calculations for AES have made them quick and thus
devour exceptionally remains time, however for pictures with substantial information size AES is still prolonged. In [14,
15, 16] quick symmetric architectures for fittings execution of AES calculation is accounted for. These calculations have
not been approved for picture encoding. A focal thought for any cryptographic framework is its defenselessness to
conceivable assaults against the encryption calculation, for example, factual strike, differential assault, and different beast
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ambushes. Lapses in channel additionally degenerate the encoded information and subsequently there is a requirement
for suitable strategy that could be utilized to locate and right the failures. In this paper, the break down exhibition of AES
calculation for different inputs, keys and disorder in channel is done. Execution dissection did helps in recognizing a
suitable error rectifying calculation for AES. Section II examines cryptography calculation in short. Section III talks
about programming calculation for AES, Section IV examines programming reference model advancement for AES
calculation. Section V presents results and exchange and conclusion is introduced in Section
II. BACKGROUND THEORY ON CRYPTOGRAPHY
Cryptography is the investigation of numerical strategies identified with parts of data security, for example,
confidentiality, data integrity, entity authentication, and data origin authentication. There are two sorts of cryptography:
symmetric and asymmetric framework. Symmetric crypto calculation is suitable for handling mass information and is
utilized frequently while exchanging colossal mass information in system or military gadget. In 2001, advanced
encryption standard (AES) was chosen to take the spot of information encryption standard (DES), which was the
common standard symmetric crypto calculation in the previous twenty years. It is demonstrated that AES(Rijndael) is
more secure and stronger than DES. Deviated crypto calculations can give verification, information respectability and
non-disavowal. Rivest-Shmir–adleman (RSA) and Elliptic bend cryptography (ECC) are two delegates of deviated crypto
framework. Advanced encryption standard (AES) calculation is the best accessible private key cryptographic calculation
today. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric piece figure that procedures information squares of 128 bits
utilizing the figure key of length 128, 192, or 256 bits. The AES calculation [2] sorts out the information hinder in a fourline and column significant requested network. The first AES encryption/decoding technique is indicated in Figure 1. In
both encryption and unscrambling, the AES calculation utilizes a round capacity, which comprises of four diverse bytesituated changes:
1)sub Bytes substitutes each one State of the information hinder with a substitution table (S-box) worth of that byte.
2)shift Rows moves the each one column of the State show by diverse counterbalances cyclically, and the counterbalance
relies on upon line record.
3)mix Columns changes every segment of the lattice by increasing it with a steady GF polynomial.
4)add Round Key adds a Round Key to the State by a straightforward bitwise XOR operation

Figure 1 AES Encipher and Decipher
In Figure one a 128 bit information referred to as plain text enters the cipher core and every bit of the transformations
area unit performed, finally reworking it to the encrypted cipher text. The cipher text along side of the secret is decrypted
to plain text by the inverse transformation techniques. Majority of AES transformations embrace matrix vector
multiplication which might be done expeditiously by number. The number also can be accustomed to implement
different cryptography algorithms that use substantial quantity of matrix vector multiplications. This paper aims at the
planning and FPGA implementation of a 128 x 32 bit multimode number for Advanced Encryption standard (AES)
application which might even be used as a twin field Montgomery number. It performs standard multiplication over the
finite fields of GF(p) and GF(2n) exploitation Montgomery‟s algorithm[1].Standard multiplication lies at the core of
standard coding algorithms like AES. Therefore a number design which will perform quick standard multiplications and
takes lesser space becomes the necessity of the hour. The planned work aims at coming up with a quick and price
effective number to reinforce the AES performance. The planned work aims at coming up with a quick and
price effective number to reinforce the AES performance.
Multiplication in a finite field is essential to many encryption algorithms including AES and public key algorithms like
RSA and elliptic curve cryptography.
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.
Figure 2 AES algorithm
A. AES (Rijndael) Algorithm
AES could be a private-key block cipher algorithmic rule, that consists of 3 key procedures: the secret writing,
decryption, and round-key enlargement processes. It deals with information blocks of 128 b victimization keys with 3
customary lengths of 128, 192, or 256 b. Fig. 1 shows the AES algorithmic rule. every 128-b data is organized as a 4 x 4
state, operated by four primitive transformations. throughout the encryption/decryption method, the four primitive
transformations area unit dead iteratively in Nr rounds, wherever the worth of Nr are going to be 10, 12, or 14, looking
on that key size is chosen. Within the secret writing procedure, the incoming information can initial be bitwise XORed
with Associate in Nursing initial key, and then, four transformations area unit dead within the following order: SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, and AddRoundKey. Notice that the MixColumns transformation isn't performed within
the last spherical. The execution sequence is reversed within the secret writing method, wherever their inverse
transformations area unit InvSubBytes, InvShiftRows, InvMixColumns, and AddRoundKey, severally. Since every
spherical desires a spherical key, Associate in Nursing initial secret's accustomed generate all spherical keys before
encryption/decryption. within the AES algorithmic rule, the SubBytes transformation could be a nonlinear byte
substitution composed of 2 operations: 1) 1) standard inversion over GF(28), modulo Associate in Nursing irreducible
polynomial p(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 and 2) transformation outlined as y=Mx +v, wherever M is Associate in Nursing
8 x 8 b matrix, v is Associate in Nursing 8-b constant, and x/y denotes 8-b input/output. within the MixColumns
transformation, the 128-b information organized as a 4 x 4 state area unit operated column by column. The four
components of every column kind a four-term polynomial that's increased by a relentless polynomial C(x) = x3 + x2 + x
+ modulo x4 + 1. The ShiftRows transformation may be a straightforward operation within which every row of the state
is cyclically shifted right by completely different offsets. The AddRoundKey transformation may be a bitwise XOR
operation of every spherical key and current state.
III. RIJNDAEL (ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD)
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) could be an even block cipher that processes information blocks of 128 bits with
exploitation of cipher key of length 128, 192, or 256 bits. The AES secret writing consists of four main operations [5],
they are:
•
Byte Substitution
•
Shift Rows
•
Mix Columns
•
Add round key
A. S-box generation
The step by step procedure for AES rule is bestowed below:
Step 1: notice Inverse of the part over GF(28) modulo the irreducible polynomial given in equivalent. 1
x8 + x4 + x3 + x + one ------------------------------------ equivalent.1
Step 2: Apply transformation of the shape y = magnetic flux unit + C to the inverse, wherever M = 8 x8 bit matrix, C = 8bit constant and x/y = 8-bit input/output.
B. Shift Rows
Shift rows suggest that cyclic shift of every row to the left by a predefined offset.
Figure 3 shows the shift rows transformation. Within the figure, S11, S12 etc area unit bytes of input organized as 4 x 4
state matrix.
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Figure 3 Shift Rows transformation
C. Mix Column
Operates on each column individually as per the equation Eq.(2). Each byte is mapped into a new value which is a
function of all 4 bytes in that column.

----------- Eq.2
D. Add Round Key
The 128 bits of state are bitwise XORed with 128 bits of the spherical key. Every round key is generated within the key
enlargement and programming method. Ten rounds of the full AES method are continual for a key length of 128 bit. The
spherical keys are generated by a key enlargement method. The expanded key is of 176 bits long.
A Matlab implementation of the cipher a part of AES algorithmic rule was administrated for understanding the varied
transformations concerned in changing a block of plain text to cipher text. The diagram shown in Figure 4 illustrates the
information flow structure of the secret writing algorithmic rule. AES_Demo is that the main program that initiates the
formatting performs „AES_init‟ and also the Cipher performs that will the plain text to cipher text conversion.

Figure 4 AES Encryption block diagram
E. AES Initialization Function
The initialization performs as represented in Figure 5 returns the swollen key schedule w, the, substitution table s_box
and also the polynomial matrix poly_mat. It uses perform s_box_gen that successively calls functions find_inverse and
affine_transform for generating the substitution box. Each part within the substitution box is obtained by playacting
Associate in making transformation on the inverse of the part within the binary extension field GF (28). To get the key
schedule „w‟, AES_init perform calls the functions sub_box, rot_word and rcon_gen. The key enlargement perform takes
the user equipped 16 bytes long key and utilizes the antecedently created spherical constant matrix rcon and also the
substitution table s_box to get a 176 byte long key schedule w, which can be used throughout the encoding processes.

Figure 5 AES Initialization function
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F. S –Box generation function
Figure 6 shows the substitution box generation perform diagram. The substitution table, s_box is employed by the
enlarged key schedule perform key_expansion and also the coding perform cipher to directly substitute a byte (element of
GF(28)) by another byte of identical finite field. The perform s_box_gen creates the S-box by checking out the inverses
of all components of GF(28) by the employment of find_inverse and by applying affine transformations to any or all
inverses mistreatment aff_trans perform. mod_pol denotes the quality AES standard reduction polynomial and is given as
283d = 100011011b = x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1. Key enlargement and polynomial generation perform steps square measure
carried intent on develop the ultimate diagram of AES rule.

Figure 6 S- Box generation function
The main function of Cipher takes s_box , key schedule and poly_mat generated by the AES_init perform likewise
because the sixteen byte plain text and produces the encrypted text. It re-arranges the plain text into a 4x4 byte state
matrix and calls functions Add_round_key, Sub_Bytes, shift Row and Mix_Columns so as to come up with cipher text.

Figure 7 Cipher function for encryption
Figure 7 shows the diagram of „Cipher‟ fuction for cryptography. Within the Figure, add_round_key perform performs a
bitwise xor of the state matrix and therefore the spherical key matrix. The perform shift_rows cyclically permutes (shifts)
the rows of the state matrix to the left. The mix_columns transformation computes the new state matrix S0 by leftmultiplying this state matrix S by the polynomial matrix P.
Software modeling of AES cryptography formula exploitation Matlab has been dole out and varied transformations
utilized in the formula in changing plain text to cipher text were studied. The software system modeling has been dole
out specified the most program calls the low-level formatting perform and therefore the cryptography perform that
successively calls alternative sub functions to accomplish the task of cryptography. The low-level formatting perform
calls sub functions to come up with S-box, key schedule and polynomial matrix. The cryptography perform makes use of
the outputs of those sub functions yet as alternative functions to hold out operations like byte substitution, add spherical
key, shift rows and blend columns. The results obtained for software system modeling of AES formula is given for
analysis. Comparison of coverage obtained with direct, random and unnatural random stimulant is given showing the
connection of purposeful take a look at vector generation.

Figure 8 S_box generated
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Figure 8 shows s-box generation. The S-box is obtained as a 16 x 16 matrix with row and column numbers ranging from
0 to f.
IV SOFTWARE REFERENCE MODEL FOR RIJNDAEL (AES) ALGORITHM
In this work, a software reference model to analyze the performances of AES algorithm is proposed. The algorithm
discussed in Figure 2 is modeled in Matlab. The input operands are expressed in Hexadecimal format, the input operand
range is set between 0 to 255 and hence 8 bits are used for representation using hexadecimal number representation
format. The plain text or initial state of 128 bits of data is arranged as a 4 x 4 matrix of 16 bytes and a round key of
length 128 bits is also generated from the initial key. The input data is transformed using each transformations namely
sub_bytes, shift_rows, mix_columns and add round key. Finally the cipher text obtained after 10 such repetitions
(rounds) is computed. Figure 9 shows the flow chart for software reference model developed in Matlab.

Figure 9 Flow chart for AES encryption and decryption
In this work, various input data such as image and text data is chosen to validate the developed software reference model.
The input test vectors have been chosen such that they form the real test vectors to analyze the performances of AES
algorithm.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to validate the software reference model, four sets of check vectors every of 128 bit frame is chosen and is
encrypted with exploitation of nine sets of keys. The encrypted information is 128 bits and is more decrypted exploitation
nine sets of keys. Figure 10 shows the results of cryptography and decoding exploitation of nine sets of keys. These
square measure the results with completely different input plaintexts with exploitation same key for cryptography.

Figure 10 Results of encryption and decryption
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In the following set of test investigation, 128 bit of data is encrypted utilizing different sets of keys. Keeping in mind the
end goal to accept the exhibitions of AES calculation, data bits with all '0's and all '1's have been utilized as test vector to
complete the investigation. Figure 11 shows the results got. These are the results with same data plaintexts with utilizing
distinctive key for encryption.

Figure 11 Simulation results with same input and different keys
For the results shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, the last columns show the encrypted output and decrypted output. The
decrypted output matches with the input shown in column one. Experimental analyses have conjointly been distributed to
demonstrate AES formula to decode victimization 2 completely different keys for cryptography and decoding severally.
The input data sets chosen for analysis are encrypted victimization one set of keys and decrypted victimization another
set of keys. From the results obtained it's found that the decrypted information doesn't match with the input quantity,
therefore proving the effectiveness of cryptography formula. Further during this work, so as to investigate the
performance of AES formula, the encrypted information is introduced with noise and is decrypted victimization the keys.
The results shown in Figure 12 demonstrates that for the chosen set of check vectors the AES formula isn't ready to
reconstruct the right output once the error is introduced. Therefore it's found that the transmitted information over
channel once corrupted by noise cannot be decrypted with the keys used for cryptography. These are the results with
completely different input plaintexts with victimization same key for cryptography with error obtained at output aspect of
cipher. The error bits wherever marked with red colour text.

Figure 12 AES results with channel error
From the examination completed it is observed that the AES calculation expends time as there are a few cycles to be
performed, and throughout every cycle the information control is done utilizing a set of keys. At the point when
information source is picture which has expansive set of information as far as pixels, encryption of data takes more of a
chance, thus it is obliged to pick interchange procedures that might be joined with AES to minimize the handling time.
Further mistake in channel undermines the information and it gets troublesome to unscramble from the adulterated data.
The calculation created in this work shows the exhibitions of AES.
VI. CONCLUSION
Cryptography is the investigation of mathematics related information security. Data encryption prompts confidentiality,
data integrity, entity authentication, and data origin authentication. A few standards for data encryption throughout the
last few years, Rijndael or Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is the best accessible private key
cryptographic algorithm today. Encryption of data sources, for example, picture and text obliges time as AES is an
iterative algorithm, encrypted data need to be secured, and channel noise effect need to be examined. In this work, the
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software reference model for AES is produced and is accepted utilizing different data sets and the exhibitions of AES
algorithm is assessed as far as encryption and decoding ability. The results got exhibit the focal points of AES for
encryption of picture and text data. The middle of the road steps in AES might be affixed utilizing suitable algorithms
and could be utilized to encode complex input data sources.
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